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About This Game

Gauge is an experimental and minimalistic sport game.
The end does exist, can you reach it?

-----

- 5 game modes (Normal, Baby, Hard, Time, Touch)
- 23 Steam achievements

- Tons of Psychedelic effects
- Electronic music, jokes and LOLcats

-----

Read before playing:
A very small percentage of individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light patterns or flashing

lights. If you, or anyone in your family, have an epileptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing.
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More expensive than a real tacos.
Worth it anyway.. Very much like Istrolid http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/449140 but in VR and 3d... Really well done!
runs well, plays well, custom ships (block based system) It doesnt have as many blocks as Istrolid does but I think this devs great
and when people start talking about this game it is going to blow up... The price is fantastic.. seen large indie companies make
games and charge 30 bucks that were not as good.. buy it, try it, love it!. As casual as aviation can get.

- Forgetable story
- Crappy turret mission
- No sense of flight whatsoever
- Poor plane selection
- Boring missions

- Decent soundtrack

Would refund it if I could.. Really fun and easy to learn game - excellent for couch co-op!

However, the devs need to tweak some things:
Stunning other players with rock throws are too easy to land and lasts too long which makes it very frustrating on the stunned
player.
The rage move takes too long to charge and is useless as a result. It's too easy to stun a charging player.

The game is a lot of fun, but the frustrating aspects can easily leave people more angry than happy if the mood is too
competative between people! Still recommended however as it's just plain fun despite the possible frustration. We just made a
house rule that it's illigal to toss rocks, but bombs and other players were fair game. Catching someone with a dash was difficult
enough to be allowed slack. Most problems were fixed with this.. One of the better "Beat'em up" games I've played. Crisp
cartoon'y graphics with well-designed characters. The reward/upgrade/challenge ramp feels about right, with many different
items to upgrade. The stages change quickly enough to stay fresh and the little bit of story doesn't drag on, but rather adds short
humorous banter between stages for a few seconds.

On the down-side, I'm missing two things I enjoy about this genre:

Bosses: While some harder enemies are introduced every couple stages, and usually first show up as the last enemy of a stage,
they don't feel very epic or boss'y. I've probably only progressed through half the story progression, but in that time, there were
no comic-style intros or large health bars, arising out of the explosion that brought a huge boss onto the battlefield. None of that
stuff, but maybe the games saves boss stuff for the end?

Interactive Environments: Sure, there's the generic stuff: trash cans, barricades, mall kiosks, cars... but they're all a single frame
images, outlined with a black line, as if to say "destroy me for a couple coins". If items could be damaged (3 - 6 frames) or used
on the battlefield (i.e. projectiles to hit towards enemies), that would add a lot of fun to this game. There's just not a lot to do,
other than "Beat 'em up", whereas games like Turtles in Time and the SNES Bevis and Butthead game (among dozens of other
good examples, I'm sure) had plenty of fun things to play with while you were doing the beating up.

Overall, a fun game which I'll probably put another couple hours into, to complete and three-star all the levels. (which makes me
want to add "too easy?"). Still one of the best sims about, even though it's a little long in the tooth and looking a bit ragged next
to newer sims. Works on a total potato of a PC though. And is worth buying just for the racing school tutorial bit alone. Also the
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touring car mod available for it is fantastic.. This is actually a very simple mobile game.. Cheap and short Amnesia: The Dark
Descent wannabe, to tell the truth not even a good one. Nice graphics, terrible voice acting, vague story, nothing else.. If you're
on the fence about picking this one up, as I was, I strongly encourage you to try it. On the surface it lacks spectacle, but there's a
lot of depth to the game that will keep you thinking, planning and coming back to try new strategies.

I don't believe there is any one perfect combination of tactics that will work across every map. You'll need to play smart,
consider the strengths and weaknesses of each wave, and constantly adapt to changing conditions like new enemy types and in
some cases changing environments. You have a limited number of crew to man your defense towers and to mine for resources.
So, you'll need to weigh the pros a cons of upgrading a tower or sending for reinforcements or buying that super weapon you've
had your eyes on.

Admittedly, the game crashes a fair bit which will cause you to lose some progress. The maps aren't very long, so you may lose
minutes of progress, not hours. It's a detractor for sure, but not a deal breaker for me.. this game is ♥♥♥♥ing awful. its controls
are terrible its levels are poorly designed and the music didnt even start for me like it claimed it would. i got this 90% off and
made money off of badges from this game. wtf even is this?
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It is a resonable good looking game! It is a nice game! And it was also nice if you can play with a gamepad!. Great game,
enjoyed the story, music, art and the dificulty. Original work that is worth the money and time invested. (Sanctum 2 - Road to
Elysion)

The first and most recommended of the Sanctum 2 DLCs in terms of content that applies to the entire game, Road to Elysion
adds an entire new character, TSYGAN, as well as the Range Spire, one of the more useful turrets.

Unfortunately, this is also the DLC that adds the healer and mutator enemies, as well as Fiskeplaske, one of the more annoying
and goofy bosses. This... basically makes it one of the more frustrating DLCs to actually play through, in my opinion - I got
stuck on this one for a good while, whereas the others I completed quickly after they came out.. Fun for a 2D game. But I
wouldn't tried it if I didn't got it free on a give-a-way. Maybe you should try it if you are a fan.. I suppose I have acquired this
game as part of a bundle. The concept looked initriguing and I thought I'd give it a shot. I beat the game in 3 hours (and I could
have managed it in far less). The art style is pretty neat (reminds me vaguely of Bastion for some reason) and the puzzles are for
the most part - fun. The characters add an interesting dynamic to the game, however it would feel like the snail is merely there
to assist the inventor rather than having any purpose of his own.

The story is limited and does very little to explain why things turned out the way they did, or how the snail got involved, or what
their motive really was... At times the controls feel a bit clunky and unconfigurable. However, my biggest issue with the game is
its loading time. It's incredibly terrible. I don't see why such a short game could manage such long and dragging loading screens,
and why on earth would there be a loading screen to load a cutscene?

All in all, I enjoyed the game despite its flaws. I'm not entirely sure that would justify its price tag though. If you find it on sale
it might be fun for the short while it lasts.. campaign does not show up at all in the campaign menu.
WTF!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. The game does not launch at all.
Message pops up
Steam says the game is running.
But only for 2 seconds.
Then it says synching for less than a second and done.

Tried re installing the game, steam app.
Nothing works.
WTF?
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